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110 members on national basis
4 thematic gold exhibits on FIP level
a fairly low activity level at present
a trend towards Open Class

Landsforeningen for Norske Motiv-filatelister (LNM) – National Society for Norwegian Thematic Collectors – dates
back to the initiative by the late Eivind Evensen - a long time
exhibitor of telecommunications and radio, and a long time
bureau member of the FIP Thematic Commission. His book in
Norwegian, Motivsamleren – The Thematic Collector, has
been an important guideline here in Norway.
For an extensive period of years the society magazine Motivsamleren has been the binding force, but for the moment
we do not have a regular editor, and we are down from 4
regular issues per year, to something like 2 or 3 on an ad-hoc
basis. The membership though seems fairly stable on some
110 members.
With four thematic exhibits on FIP gold level and a couple
more just behind, the society is represented in most FIP exhibitions. And behind these, some members are really working
with new exhibits, both in the thematic class and the open
class. We even have an exciting one-frame open class exhibit
on Colouring with mushrooms. So the trend and interest in
the recent experimental classes of FIP is followed closely in
Norway.
Among the most exciting thematic items from Norway (see
front and back below), are the postal stationeries with requisition applications just after the WWII. Several different exist,
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for rain cloths and rubber boots for fishermen, rubber
tubing for bicycles and rubber sport shoes for athletes. All
these things were rationed and had to be applied for.
The item I show you below, is a Christmas 1977 stationery letter, showing one of the birds really associated with
Christmas and winter in Norway – a group of bullfinches
foraging on the traditional Christmas sheaf of oats.
Ingolf Kapelrud
FIP TC Board member

